
 

            

 

 

 

 
 
 

EVANSTON GARDENS SEWER TRUNK MAIN 

LOCATION 
Evanston Gardens, 
Adelaide 
 
CONTRACT VALUE 
$315,000 
 
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD 
June 2013 – September 
2013 
 
FORM OF CONTRACT 
AS2124-1997 
 
CLIENT 
Renewal SA 
 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR: 
Malcolm Cox 
 
REFEREE 
x 

 

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT: 
The installation of a sewerage main that involved case horizontal boring underneath a 
section of the Gawler Central Railway Line. Preliminaries involved contracting a 
technician from Transit SA to locate and identify the two fibre optic cables (Optus and 
Adelaide University) and the signal cables travelling along the train lines to prevent 
accidental damage from occurring. Safety measures included building a reception pit 
for the underboring at the lower manhole, while a benched launch pit for the pipe 
jacking was dug at the other end of the railway crossing. The pipes were laid away 
from the crossing with 300mm PVC using benched trenches. The remaining deep 
trunk sewer excavation was carried out at a rate of 60m/day, with allowance for 1 
compaction test per m of fill per 50m. 
 
PROJECT CHALLENGES: 
The legislative negotiation involved in obtaining a DPTI easement not done before the 
construction process started. The logistics involved in applying for the easement were 
complex, due to SA Water declining the proposal to lodge it under their name.   
Upon extensive negotiation DPTI agreed to issue the easement under T & J 
Constructions’s  name, resolving the issue.  
 
Underboring was restricted to only being performed at night to avoid impacting the 
day services of the live railway line. The main challenges associated with working at 
night revolve around decreased visibility levels and increased night-shift labour costs. 
To combat visibility levels an extensive lighting network was put in place. A track 
protection system (including a safety supervisor) was also implemented to comply 
with DPTI health and safety regulations. 
 
The only professionals qualified to perform underboring work live interstate. The 
challenges presented by this included locating an operator (due to their scarcity) and 
managing the risks associated with maintenance of the excavated tunnel without the 
consistent presence (and therefore advice) of the professional who carried out the 
underboring.  
 
KEY CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES: 

- Excavation of jacking and receiver pit 
- Horizontal underboring beneath railway 
- Installation of 450mm polyethylene sewer under railway 
- Installation of sewer maintenance shaft and manhole 
- Connect portion of sewer installed to existing  access chamber 
- Deep trunk sewer trench excavation, lay, and backfill. 

 


